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Newsletter Vol 3 
 

Dear Readers,                                           

 

I have read many editors corners on magazines which I have always wondered what time means to 

them. Typically you’d find them starting off with ‘time flies….’ and how much they have accomplished 

so on and so forth without myself actually understanding them or feel what they meant by it. And today 

I know how it feels!! It feels great & fulfilling, personally. A sense of achievement where I am able to 

bless my staffs & customers overall bringing quality deliverables to consumers and manufacturers. A 

sense of achievement where my team is committed to my set Core Values and company CSF. 

And……..yes, time flies at a blink of an eye…..chuckle!!! March, being the 8th month since DCL was 

established, we have just 3 more months (Jul ’15 ~ Jun ‘16) to go before we end our first financial year 

and becoming one year old. Though last year July did not produce results as we started our company 

only in Aug, we decided to proceed with July being the start of our financial year. Often than not we 

hear people telling us time is essence and time waits for no man. I attest to these sayings personally and 

lives by the code – You Snooze, You lose! My modus operandi is based on SAS motto – Who Dares 

Wins!! Coupled with our Core Values, we have indeed achieved a lot of experience and made huge 

progress in our said industry where even shipping line and destination agents verbalise DCL 

management style is totally different than of its competitors. We are an industry hybrid!! And this is 

something I am very proud off!!! Thank you Lord for your guidance always in this difficult 

path……Amen!! 

 

Now, Operation EFM is on its 2nd phase where we now have a QA Manager to manage these Process 

Flow & SOP requirement barring becoming individualism, where he will audit and recommend 

improvements as and where need be. He comes from this industry too and he is post retired 3PL operator 

whom possesses much experience that we welcome most.  

 

We also have a CS Manager now who is no stranger to our market segment as well as my work processes 

and style of management. She starts in April too. Her role is to stabilise current CS Division in terms 

of accuracy in order processing ensuing when the goods comes in, it will be managed accordingly 

meeting the set industry requirement. (Boyz & Gals, I do apologise if you find my writings rather 

general because I have competitors reading my post and kepo on every moves I make. But you are 

always free to call me directly at 6012 210 7075 would you be keen to know how I orchestrate my 

logistics management) 

 

Our 3PL warehousing is programme is gaining ground and I am glad to note our OS WMS testing phase 

has been concluded. I have employed a systems guy to manage this OS as well as inventory 

management. Indeed I am blessed with this skilled staff who appears in the right timing when I was 

worried who would be the caretaker of this job scope back then. (Well, the one who was supposed to 

come onboard ratted out on me….worthy to note it down here as official and it reaffirms that in life, 

nothing is assuring……chuckle!!)  

 

Next month, we are poised to register our DCL Sg as we begin preparation go-live on bulk liquid 

transportation. This is going to be very exciting!!! Lots of challenges and lots of pressure in HR & 

vendor management covering HSSE requirement but I am just a sucker when it comes to these sort of 

challenges. I am so motivated to apprehend these challenges and turn it into service quality where only 

a handful has accomplished by the books. And I intend to lift the ball game a notch higher. This is what 

DCL is all about. Take a small step but take it far…….!!! 
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We are now working on 3 tenders and we are confident we will be able to secure them all. And when 

this happens, we will be seeing exponential growth to both our vol and revenue. Our client sees our 

CSF as the main factor in wanting to work with us. Thus, our continuous drive toward ensuring we 

constantly review our business direction making sure it is always align with our said CSF. 

 

On the side, other than the mundane updates on how we are doing though it is important to our 

stakeholders and would be new shareholders, we’d like to also share the lighter side of who we are and 

what makes us, DCL. 

 

My partners, Annie & Rabaah, they come from a humble beginning and don’t we all just is too. But 

here is something different and they are both the type where faith rules the day. Obviously…duh……but 

it doesn’t just come as easy as you may think but through much collaboration between the 3 of us for 

10 years and much have we seen the blessing from God and how He has orchestrated our journey in life 

and career no matter good or bad……through Him, we always come up tops. And they have specifically 

asked me to include in my writings in this edition to thank all our team members for they too share the 

same faith if not more by giving us their best resulting in DCL being here as she is today. This is so 

sweet!!! 

 

On the contrary, they would like me to pen down how I have led them too……yeah but then again it’d 

be kinda odd for me to write about myself but I’d try to be as neutral as I can……LoL!!! They have 

contributed their success to my leadership and had most of the time trusted my decision makings…..yup, 

you read it right…..most of the time, they trust……..the remaining times = disagreement/ quarrels and 

fights….LoL!!! However, love rules the day and we always move on positively knowing it is always a 

day’s work and no need carrying this into our lives journey. They have come to trust me and I, in turn, 

trust them too. They are my pillar of strength after my team members. By being focused, all 3 of us are 

able to get our subject matters correctly understood and applied by our team members effectively.  

 

Their beliefs are the same as mine and that we live to serve our staffs and clientele. We want to make 

sure their future is robust and only through my above said strategies including of those I have shared in 

my past Newsletters, are we then able to achieve sustainable service which will result in sustainable 

income. God bless us all! 

 

We thank you, Readers, for taking time off to read DCL Newsletter!!       

 

 

God bless you all and we at DCL will continue to serve you well and consistent. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

David Cheah  

Director 

 


